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Make everyday life more affordable and protected for customers



Tenerity is an engagement company that increases the value of customer relationships.

Our Savings and Protection programs help our partners generate incremental revenue and increase retention by offering their customers differentiated, value-added products.



Get Started








Trusted by leading brands
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Programs



Our Savings and Protection programs help our partners generate incremental revenue and increase retention by offering their customers differentiated, value-added products.



Savings

Our market-leading rewards platform delivers customer value through a breadth of relevant rewards and shopping benefits, while generating incremental revenue for your business.

Additionally we offer private label offerings for clients in the US and Europe.



Find out more



Protection

Tenerity’s Cyber and Identity Protection platform helps build customer engagement, trust, and loyalty. Our comprehensive solution makes it simple for your customers to manage and protect their personal and financial data to ensure a safer online experience.

Additionally, we offer PrivacyGuard direct-to-consumers in the US.



Find out more
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Latest






The 2022 Banking

Benefits Survey



In the spring of 2022, the Tenerity research team surveyed 1,417 banking customers in the United States.

The survey focused on consumer usage of benefits associated with their checking accounts. We wanted to understand their benefit preferences, use, how the benefits experience could be improved…



FIND OUT MORE









Check out some of our latest work
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National Express

Learn how our Private Label helped stimulate more engagement and incremental value for National Express.



READ MORE
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Wowcher

View the Wowcher case study and learn about how we built a secondary revenue stream from the moment of launch.



READ MORE
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Funky Pigeon

See how we worked with Funky Pigeon to improve business value through a bespoke API integration.



READ MORE







VIEW ALL CASE STUDIES
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